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Treatment Compliance and Severe Adverse Events Limit the Use of Tyrosine Kinase Inhibitors in Refractory 

Thyroid Cancer 

   

Tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKIs) for the treatment of refractory thyroid cancer should be used with caution because of 

their adverse events, a recent study published in the journal OncoTargets and Therapy has suggested. 

Although novel TKIs, such as sorafenib, sunitinib, cabozantinib, and vandetanib, have been utilized for the treatment of 

refractory and progressive differentiated thyroid cancer (DTC) and c-cell-derived medullary thyroid cancer (MTC), they 

are associated with numerous adverse events that can negatively impact patients’ quality of life and treatment 

compliance. Therefore, researchers sought to evaluate compliance-, efficacy-, and safety-associated TKI therapy in 

patients with refractory or progressive thyroid cancer. 

For the study, researchers retrospectively analyzed data from 24 patients with metastatic DTC or MTC unresponsive to 

conventional treatment, such as radioactive iodine (RAI) ablation, who received TKIs. Results showed that dose 

reduction was required in 8 patients and 5 patients discontinued TKI therapy due to its effect on performing daily 

activities. 

The most frequent adverse events associated with TKI use were fatigue, nausea, diarrhea, hypertension, and stomatitis; 

and the most common serious side effects were epistaxis, diarrhea, heart failure, rhabdomyolysis, renal failure, QT 

prolongation, neutropenia, and severe fatigue. 

In regard to efficacy, 2 patients achieved a partial response and 3 had stable disease. 

  

  

Objective: The aim of the present study was to assess patient compliance with tyrosine kinase inhibitor (TKI) treatment 

used for refractory and progressive thyroid cancer, in addition to the efficacy and serious adverse events associated with 

these agents.Methods: We retrospectively analyzed data from adult patients with metastatic differentiated or medullary 

thyroid cancer unresponsive to conventional treatment and treated with TKIs. Patients received treatment until disease 

progression or onset of serious adverse events, or until they expressed an intention to stop treatment.Results: Twenty-

four patients received TKIs. The median duration of treatment was four (range: 1–19) cycles. The most frequent adverse 

events were fatigue, nausea, diarrhea, hypertension, and  

stomatitis, and the most severe were nasal bleeding, diarrhea, heart failure, rhabdomyolysis, renal failure, QT 

prolongation, neutropenia, and severe fatigue. Dose reduction was required in eight patients, while five decided to 

terminate TKI therapy because adverse events impaired their everyday activities. During therapy, two patients showed a 

partial response and three showed stable disease. The lungs were the metastatic sites favoring a response to 

treatment.Conclusion: Patient selection and meticulous pretreatment education are necessary in order to ensure 

adherence with TKI therapy. If adverse events appear, dose reduction or temporary treatment interruption may be 

offered because some adverse events resolve with continuation of treatment. In the event of serious adverse events, 

treatment discontinuation is necessary.  
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vandetanib <p>INTRODUCTION</p> 

Differentiated thyroid cancer (DTC) is the most frequent type of thyroid cancer,1 comprising more than 90% of all cases. 

Thyroidectomy and radioactive iodine (RAI) ablation remain the cornerstones of treatment. Although the disease course 

is indolent in the majority of patients, aggressive cases with metastases (refractory to conventional treatment) exist, and 

remain challenging for clinicians. Over recent decades, the trend of an increasing incidence of thyroid cancer has 

inevitably given rise to a number of patients who present with aggressive disease and eventually succumb to it.2 The 
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survival rate in patients with RAI-refractory metastatic DTC has been estimated to be 10% at 10 years.3 Until recently, 

the therapeutic options available for patients with progressive, metastatic, RAI-refractory DTC have been limited. 

  

  

C-cell-derived medullary thyroid carcinoma (MTC), although uncommon, has a much worse prognosis than iodine-

positive DTC, which is approximately the same with RAI-refractory DTC.4 In most cases, MTC is already metastatic at 

initial presentation, with no available effective therapeutic options other than surgery, when possible. 

Novel tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKIs), such as sorafenib, sunitinib, cabozantinib, and vandetanib, have been used 

recently for the treatment of refractory cases of thyroid cancer5–7 where all conventional treatment options (surgery, 

RAI, chemotherapy) have been proven ineffective. These molecules inhibit cellular signaling by targeting multiple 

tyrosine kinase receptors as well as platelet-derived growth factor receptors and vascular endothelial growth factor 

receptors, which play a role in both tumor angiogenesis and proliferation of tumor cells. Simultaneous inhibition of 

these targets leads to reduced tumor vascularization, apoptosis of cancer cells, and ultimately tumor shrinkage. Some 

Phase II and III trials8,9 have reported promising results regarding favorable response rates in metastatic thyroid 

cancer that has been non-responsive to conventional treatment. Recently, vandetanib and cabozantinib were approved 

for patients with MTC and sorafenib was approved for those with DTC.9,10 However, because both agents target many 

different receptors, they have numerous side effects, including hematological, skin, and cardiac toxicities that may have a 

negative impact on patients' quality of life. 

The aim of the present study was to assess the effects of TKI inhibitors in a cohort of patients with refractory and 

progressive thyroid cancer (DTC or MTC), in particular severe adverse events during TKI therapy, ability and willingness 

of patients to remain on long-term treatment, and response rates.   
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<p>MATERIALS AND METHODS</p> 



Data from patients with metastatic refractory thyroid cancer who received TKIs from April 2009 to December 2014 

were retrospectively analyzed. Approval for the drug administration to every patient was obtained from the insitutional 

scientific committee and the National Drug Organization. Each patient was informed in detail about the efficacy and 

possible adverse events (minor or major) associated with the treatment. The same doctor (SM) educated all patients and 

confirmed their understanding of the possible complications of therapy and its expected efficacy. All patients agreed to 

start TKI therapy after they had been fully informed and given their written consent. 

All patients were of Caucasian origin, of similar socioeconomic status, and lived in Northern Greece (population 

approximately 3 million inhabitants). Initially, candidates for sunitinib were those who had metastatic DTC to the lungs 

or bones refractory to iodine treatment and progressive disease within 12 months before baseline, documented by 

computed tomography (CT) or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and thyroglobulin; and for sorafenib were those who 

had metastatic MTC to the liver (with unresectable metastatic lesions) or bones and progressive disease within 12 

months before  

  

baseline, documented by CT or MRI and by an increase in serum calcitonin levels. After approval by the European 

Medicines Agency (EMA) for sorafenib and vandetanib to be used in the treatment of DTC and MTC, respectively, 

patients with refractory thyroid cancer who were candidates for TKIs received these drugs. All patients were in general 

good health, defined as an Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group performance status of 0 or 1.11 A clinical evaluation was 

performed, and normal blood pressure, with appropriate treatment where necessary, was achieved before initiation of 

TKI treatment. All patients had normal liver, renal, and bone marrow function. No abnormalities were identified on 

baseline electrocardiography or echocardiography. Baseline QT intervals were in the normal range. 

Sorafenib 400 mg was given orally twice daily continuously, sunitinib was given as 50 mg once daily on a 4–2 schedule 

(4 weeks of treatment followed by 2-week intervals without therapy), and vandetanib was given as 300 mg once daily. A 

4-week treatment with each agent defined a cycle. Patients were evaluated weekly for the first cycle and monthly 

thereafter, in order to determine well-being and Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group performance status. At each visit, 

clinical examination, blood pressure, weight, and a complete blood count, urinalysis, and serum biochemical 

measurements were performed. Cardiac evaluation with an electrocardiogram and/or echocardiogram was periodically 

performed and when indicated according to patient symptoms. Extensive discussion, evaluation of predisposing factors 

(such as diabetes), and written information was provided regarding the side effects of the medication. Patients were 

advised to prevent stomatitis with systematic oral care hygiene using a soft toothbrush and bland rinses, and to use local 

anesthetics as/if needed.12The patients were also asked to limit exposure of the hands and feet to hot water, chemicals, 

or sources of heat (eg, sitting in the sun), to take cool showers, wear well-ventilated shoes, and apply skin care creams to 

keep the hands moist in order to prevent and  

  

manage hand-foot syndrome.13Patients were instructed to report any new symptom or sign to their physicians at every 

visit. 

Answers to questions regarding changes in daily habits were recorded. Any adverse events were documented and 

graded using the National Cancer Institute Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events, version 3.0.14 The 

presence of adverse events that would need dose reduction or discontinuation of therapy was also documented at every 

visit. 

Response to therapy was estimated by CT or MRI after three and six cycles and every four cycles thereafter. Disease 

progression was assessed according to the Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumors (version 1.0).15 Thyroid-

stimulating hormone (TSH) for all patients, thyroglobulin for DTC patients, and calcitonin for MTC patients were also 

evaluated concomitantly. The study was approved by the institutional review board. The presented data are expressed 

where appropriate as the median and range.   

  

  

  

<p>RESULTS</p> 



Twenty-four patients (14 males, ten females) were identified from our clinical database to have received TKIs since 

April 2009. Fourteen patients had DTC and ten had MTC. Their median age was 58.29 (range: 42–74) years. The 

histological characteristics of the tumors are presented in Table 1. All patients had distant metastases located at one or 

more sites (liver 37.5%, lung 58%, bone 29.1%, and lower mediastinum 20.8%). The time between diagnosis of thyroid 

carcinoma and treatment with a TKI varied from a minimum of 6 months to a maximum of 9 years. Previous treatments 

included thyroidectomy (in all patients) with/without lymph node dissection and administration of RAI (in all DTC 

patients), external beam radiation, and local therapies for liver metastases (radiofrequency ablation and/or 

chemoembolization; for details, Table 1). All applied treatment was terminated at least 6 months prior to initiation of 

TKI therapy. 

  

  

  

Adverse events 

The duration of TKI treatment ranged from one to 19 cycles. Younger patients tolerated longer treatment (Table 2). The 

first adverse events appeared after approximately 2 weeks of therapy, and were fatigue, mild diarrhea, and stomatitis. 

During treatment, the most commonly reported adverse events were diarrhea (81.25%), stomatitis (75%), fatigue 

(62.5%), and skin adverse effects (81.25%, comprising hand-foot syndrome, skin discoloration, and rash, Tables 

2 and 3). A minority of patients developed anemia, neutropenia, and elevated triglyceride levels (Table 2). Although 

many adverse events were grade 1 and 2, 15 patients (62.5%) reported grade 3 and 4 toxicities (Tables 2 and 3). In 

particular, one female patient developed painful vulvar ulcers and refused to continue treatment with sunitinib even in 

lower dose, one man developed many ulcers across the surface of the scrotum while taking sorafenib, and there were 

one case with renal failure and one case with QT prolongation where both were on vandetanib. Two cases in particular 

warrant mention. The first was a 73-year-old female patient who developed congestive heart failure (ejection fraction 

35%) while on sunitinib. This severe adverse event led to immediate drug withdrawal, with subsequent improvement of 

cardiac function. The second case was a man with RAI-refractory thyroid cancer in whom intense muscle pain and 

muscle weakness suddenly appeared 1 month after initiation of sorafenib, along with a nine-fold increase in creatine 

phosphokinase. 

  

  

Reduction of the sunitinib dose from 50 to 37.5 mg once daily was required in five patients receiving sunitinib due to 

neutropenia (two patients), hypertension (two patients), and intense fatigue (one patient); from 400 to 200 mg twice 

daily for sorafenib in one patient due to scrotal ulcers; and from 300 to 200 mg for vandetanib in two patients (one due 

to renal failure and one due to QT prolongation). Sequential therapy was attempted with sunitinib followed by sorafenib 

in two patients due to severe neutropenia caused by sunitinib. Five patients (20.8%) opted to stop treatment after 1–4 

cycles, regardless of the severity of the adverse event, because of inability to work long hours, decreased appetite, and 

restriction of outdoor activities. All adverse events encountered are shown in Table 3.   

  

  

  

Overall response 

Overall response, including stable disease and partial response, was estimated for the  

  

17 of the 24 patients who continued treatment for more than three cycles (Table 2). Two patients with DTC showed 

improvement of lung metastases after 6 months of TKI administration as documented by CT, which improved further as 

treatment was continued. Metastatic sites favoring response were the lungs. At the time of collecting the data, all 

patients with DTC were alive; however, six of the ten MTC patients had died. There were no deaths related to TKI 

therapy. 

Tumor markers 



Median TSH was 0.26 (range: 0.01–1.44) μIU/mL at baseline and 0.48 (0.09–3.6) μIU/mL at 3 months. In three patients, 

an increase in thyroxine dose was decided. Thyroglobulin levels at baseline on thyroxine were 148 (1.3–7,572) ng/mL 

and at 3 months were 108 (1.3–1,629) ng/mL, while the calcitonin levels were 8,107 (874–8,920) pg/mL at baseline and 

4,901 (441–5,068) pg/mL at 3 months. 

<p>DISCUSSION</p> 

A high treatment dropout rate was observed in this study, mainly due to drug toxicity along with reluctance of patients 

to continue treatment. Younger patients tolerated longer treatment, indicating that these patients were perhaps more 

motivated and willing to receive and continue therapy. The patients presented a high frequency of minor and major 

adverse events while on treatment. A preferential effect of TKI therapy on metastatic disease to the lung was 

observed.16 Finally, a non-significant trend for reduction of both thyroglobulin and calcitonin serum levels after the use 

of TKIs was also observed. Because a considerable number of patients (13 of 24) discontinued therapy due to side 

effects and not disease progression, calculation of progression-free survival or even overall survival would not provide 

an insight into the efficacy of TKI treatment in this cohort. 

  

With the exception of anaplastic thyroid cancer, patients with MTC and DTC have in most cases a good prognosis, with a 

5-year survival exceeding 60% for MTC17 and 90% for DTC.18 In this study, the survival of MTC cases was shorter than 

for DTC patients. Furthermore, while the disease is progressing, patients usually maintain a good quality of life. As a 

result, they have the expectation that applied therapies would not interfere with their normal everyday life and 

activities. 

In the present study, we used sorafenib for the treatment of MTC patients (when vandetanib was not approved for the 

treatment of MTC) based on data concerning its activity at the RET and vascular endothelial growth factor 

receptors19 and from two studies published at that time showing a response in 40% of patients20 and stable disease in 

50% of MTC patients.8 After approval of vandetanib, patients with MTC received this drug. On the other hand, sunitinib, 

known as a multitargeted inhibitor at that time,21 was administered to RAI-refractory DTC patients in an open-label 

Phase II study and showed a 13% partial response rate and a 68% disease stabilization rate.22 Very recently, data have 

been presented from DECISION, a randomized, double-blind Phase III trial examining the efficacy and safety of sorafenib 

versus placebo in RAI-refractory DTC patients.23 Four hundred and seventeen patients from 77 centers in the USA and 

Europe were randomized to receive either sorafenib or placebo. The study indicated that sorafenib improved 

progression-free survival by 5 months over placebo. In another randomized, double-blind Phase III study that included 

331 patients with MTC, 231 patients received vandetanib and 100 received placebo. In that study, prolongation of 

progression-free survival was observed in patients who received vandetanib when compared with those who received 

placebo.10 A direct comparison with the earlier findings cannot be made because the design of our study did not include 

a placebo group or calculation of progression-free survival. 

  

  

Looking at the efficacy and adverse events between DTC and MTC patients, we can conclude that: sunitinib or sorafenib 

therapy in DTC patients was more efficacious than sorafenib or vandetanib in MTC patients, given that partial response 

and stable disease was seen only in DTC patients and adverse events were similar between DTC and MTC patients (Table 

2). 

Cardiac and hematological side effects were the most clinically important adverse events presented during therapy, and 

were the most significant medical reasons for withdrawing treatment. In general, cardiac toxicities, from changes on the 

electrocardiogram and left ventricular ejection fraction abnormalities to severe congestive heart failure and acute 

coronary syndromes, should be suspected and monitored for during TKI therapy.24,25 In our cohort, hematological 

toxicity of all grades was seen in five of our 24 patients and grade 3–4 events occurred in two patients. Epistaxis, seen in 

three patients, was an additional reason to withdraw treatment. These results are comparable with the published data 

for all-grade hematological toxicity of 60%–70% and grade 3–4 toxicity of 6%–8%.26In addition, we observed hand-foot 

syndrome in 58.33% of patients, which is similar to published data reporting rates of 60%–91%.27 These skin reactions 

tend to appear early on in treatment and improve after the first six cycles,28 and were also seen in the present study. 



Finally, fatigue, which probably represents a multifactorial toxicity during use of TKIs,29 is debilitating and at times 

difficult to overcome, as suggested by our findings.   

  

  

Grade 3 and/or 4 toxicities are an indication for treatment discontinuation; however, lower-grade side effects may also 

lead to treatment withdrawal, especially when they appear in clusters and persist for a long time. Apart from 

implementation of supportive measures,30 as cited in our methodology, we applied drug discontinuation and dose 

reduction to alleviate symptoms in patients with toxicities.23Recently, a schedule change from 4 weeks on/2 weeks off 

during treatment with sunitinib to 2 weeks on/1 week off has resulted in significantly fewer events of hand-foot 

syndrome and fatigue.31 This alternative dosing led to fewer grade 3/4 adverse events without compromising drug 

efficacy, and so far appears superior to dose reduction.32 Adverse events with one TKI agent do not preclude the use of 

another drug in this category;33 improvement of hematological toxicity was observed in two patients when treatment 

was switched from sunitinib to sorafenib. 

  

Previous reports advocate the use of tumor markers (thyroglobulin and calcitonin) as surrogate markers34 for follow-

up in treated patients, along with CT and MRI. Although our patient population was small, we also observed a non-

significant trend for reduction of tumor markers with treatment. An elevation in TSH was observed, and thyroxine was 

increased in three patients. In athyreotic patients, increases in TSH with TKI treatment have been previously 

documented in 17%–33% of patients, depending on the drug used.30 TKIs induce hypothyroidism, probably associated 

with poor absorption of thyroxine along the gastrointestinal tract as a consequence of diarrhea, thyroid hormone 

metabolism, or reduction of TSH clearance.35 

This was a retrospective study and included a relatively small number of patients. However, the fact that these data 

reflect the experience of a single center using standard therapeutic criteria and treating patients from a specific region 

could counterbalance some of the limitations. Further, since data related to specific populations are not widely available, 

the present series adds valuable information related to treatment with TKIs. Small groups of patients are common in this 

research area, as seen in other recently published studies that refer to similar numbers of patients36–38 and contain 

mixed DTC and MTC populations.16,39,40 

<p>CONCLUSION</p> 

TKIs represent a valuable therapeutic option in patients with thyroid cancer. However, these agents should be used with 

caution and under expert supervision because of their adverse events. Younger patients tolerate treatment better. In 

patients who continue therapy, adverse events may improve over time and become more tolerable. Apart from thorough 

education of selected patients, topical therapies, dose reduction of the administered TKI, temporary treatment 

interruption, and/or permanent discontinuation in severe cases may be considered in those not able to continue long-

term treatment. As toxicities impact negatively on patients' quality of life and often restrict their everyday activities, 

candidate patients must be meticulous selected and close follow-up should be applied. 
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